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Abstract—Maintaining Cloud data centers is a worrying challenge in terms of energy efficiency. This challenge leads to
solutions such as deploying Edge nodes that operate inside
buildings without massive cooling systems. Edge nodes can act as
smart heaters by recycling their consumed energy to heat these
buildings. We propose a novel technique to perform temperature
forecasting for Edge Computing smart heater environments. Our
approach uses time series algorithms to exploit historical air
temperature data with smart heaters’ power consumption and
heat-sink temperatures to create models to predict short-term
ambient temperatures. We implemented our approach on top
of Facebook’s Prophet time series forecasting framework, and
we used the real-time logs from Qarnot Computing as a usecase of a smart heater Edge platform. Our best trained model
yields ambient temperature forecasts with less than 2.66% Mean
Absolute Percentage Error showing the feasibility of near realtime forecasting.
Index Terms—Temperature forecasting, Edge computing,
Smart heater

I. I NTRODUCTION
Heating is an essential requirement for countries with cold
climate and is mainly achieved by hot water or electrical
heaters in residential or commercial buildings. A survey of
Gudmundsson et al. [1] reports that the energy consumption
due to heating demands constitutes 40% of the net energy
produced in European countries. Another study from Awada
et al. [2] states that the energy consumption of data centers
worldwide is estimated at 2.6 · 1010 Watts – which is about
1.4% of worldwide electrical energy consumption – though
with an alarming growth rate of 12% per year. For instance,
the power and cooling demands to operate a cloud data center
constitute close to 25% of the amortized total yearly costs [3].
Solutions focused to these problems have been proposed
by companies such as Qarnot Computing1 , which offers
heating as a service by executing computationally intensive
*Authors’ names are sorted alphabetical order
1 https://qarnot.com/
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applications in Cloud/Edge infrastructures composed by computing machines placed into general environments such as
houses, apartments or offices [4]. This task is achieved by
deploying smart heaters – which is a computing machine
specialized to dissipate its produced heat in the same fashion
as a traditional heater – into several heat demanding environments such as studios, residential and commercial buildings.
A key hypothesis is that the heat produced as result of the
smart heater executing an application can fulfill the heating
demands of these environments. Applications can come either
from the Internet (in a Cloud Computing fashion), or from
the environments themselves, with data generated from the
Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices present at these environments,
thus characterizing as an Edge Computing infrastructure.
Forecasting the heat interaction between the smart heater
and the environment is a key requirement for an efficient
resource management of this smart heaters infrastructure.
With accurate predictions, an adequate load balancing of
applications into the smart heaters can be performed, to
optimally fulfill the heating demands of the environments.
A major hindrance to perform these predictions is that each
environment is different in terms of heating insulation, climate
properties, and other rather unpredictable factors such as the
number of persons in the environment, the opening/closing of
windows, etc.
In this paper, we present a method for forecasting the
ambient temperature of environments heated by smart heaters,
such as the ones composing the Qarnot Computing infrastructure. More specifically, this paper highlights the two following
contributions:
1) We exploit short-term historical data from both the
smart heaters and the environment’s temperature, and
a time-series forecasting framework to perform predictions about the ambient temperature evolution, when
the ambient air is being heated by a smart heater.
Our experiments showed that a model combining the

smart heater’s power data with ambient temperature
data performs accurate forecasts, with a Mean Absolute
Percentage Error (MAPE) of 2.66% ± 2.52% and Root
Mean Squared Error (RMSE) 0.92°C ± 1.00°C, when
compared with the ambient data measured a posteriori.
2) We performed an analysis about the smart heater’s
feature data – notably the heater’s power consumption
and heat-sink temperature – in terms of their efficiency
as ambient temperature predictors. Our results showed
a similar accuracy with a MAPE of 2.75% ± 2.55% and
RMSE of 0.92°C ± 1.03°C, when compared with the
ambient data measured a posteriori, for a forecasting
model that uses all of the aforementioned smart heater’s
features.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: We
discuss related work in Section II. In Section III, we explain
the modeling of temperature forecast based on time series, followed by automating the model hyper-tuning process. Finally,
we discuss in Section IV the model performance on actual
sensor logs, ending with a conclusion in Section V that points
towards the limitation and scope of future improvement. We
open-source the methodology used in our work and the code
base for analysis and forecasting is made publicly available at
a Gitlab repository2 .
II. R ELATED W ORK
The energy demand has lead to an increased adoption of
Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems
to counter the thermal stress and provide ambient comfort [5]. Such systems rely on accurate estimate of room
temperature which is prone to activity related fluctuations.
Although estimating ambient temperature with phone sensors
has been tried [6], the results show high correlation with
the phone internal thermal state rather than the environment.
Instead, building characteristics such as spatial-orientation,
wall-thermal conductivity, specific heat capacity show better
predictive capabilities [7]. Although traditionally room heating
has been through hot water supply or electrical coil heating,
there has recently been a trend for smart heaters. A smart
heater is defined to be a thermal radiating unit that can auto
adjust to heating requirements of a space. A Qarnot smart
heater derives heat by executing programs on computational
processing units like CPU and graphics cards. The programs
are usually high performance compute loads or cloud jobs.
We propose a novel method of a near real-time forecast by
incorporating the intrinsic properties of heating systems such
as the heat-sink temperature and power consumption.
There are many contexts where time series forecasting have
been applied such as to predict wind speed [8], or enrolments [9]. And there are studies that compare methodologies
taken as conventional with other considered modern [10].
Focused on temperature time series forecasting, it is also found
in the literature several works based on different techniques
2 https://gitlab.com/andersonandrei/forecasting

smart heaters temperature/

such as Neural Networks [11]–[14], Support Vector Machines [15], Fuzzy Time Series [16]–[18], Auto Regressive
(AR) processes [19], ARIMA and SARIMA [20].
When the focus turns to houses indoor temperature forecasting, there are works based on Deep Learning techniques,
such as Deep Neural Networks [21] or Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [22].
Zamora-Martı́nez et al. [23] created a house, with a range
of several technologies to improve the energy efficiency, and
they used Artificial Neural Networks for temperature forecasting [23]. Eredics [14] pointed out that such controlled indoor
environments need to take into account its surroundings, which
can be done using Neural Networks. Gustin et al. showed
that it is possible to use the heatwaves periods to predict
the temperature of buildings [19]. Taylor and Letham [24]
proposed Prophet, a flexible tool to decompose time-series
into components like trend, seasonality and irregularity. Such
tool has been used and compared with other techniques in
several contexts, as air pollution forecasts [25], daily or
monthly stream-flow forecasting [26], [27], and water precipitation [28].
The proposed work in this paper leverages Prophet to design
predictive thermal models for smart heaters, enhanced with intrinsic device readings. Our models are validated against realtime temperature logs of Qarnot smart heaters and achieves
an accuracy of 2.66% Mean Absolute Percentage Error and
0.92°C of Root Mean Squared Error.
III. A M ETHOD FOR F ORECASTING T EMPERATURE FOR
S MART H EATER E NVIRONMENTS
In this section we present our method of exploiting the
data that is present in the Qarnot Computing logs to perform
predictions of the ambient air for future periods. Figure 1 gives
a schematic of ambient temperature forecasting from the reallife logs, where we first pre-process the data followed by a
hyperparameter tuning to yield the final forecasting model.
We start by the 1. Data Preprocessing, which consists of
a descriptive analysis and the removal of outliers. First we
investigate the time interval of the measurements to verify
the length and if there were gaps among the measurements.
Then, we filtered out the outliers in the data, such as negative
power measurements. Since the chosen forecasting model
has several hyperparameters with many possible values, we
selected the most important ones to perform our second step,
the 2. Hyperparameter Tuning process with cross validations.
For that, we also split our available data in many intervals of
time with a length of two days. The first day was used for
the training phase and the second day for the test phase. At
the end, we selected the achieved best set of hyperparameters
for our case. Finally, in our third step, the 3. Sliding Window
Temperature Forecasting, we used the best set of hyperparameters selected in the previous step to perform two forecasts
regarding the ambient air temperature. The first one considers
as extra regressor the power measurements, and the second
one considers as extra regressors the heat-sink temperature
in addition to the power measurements. For that we use

TABLE I
H YPERPARAMETERS SUMMARY FOR THE GRID OF EXPERIMENTS
1. Data Preprocessing

Original
Logs

3. Sliding Window
Temperature
Forecasting

Filtered
Logs

Parameter
Changepoint Prior Scale
Seasonality Prior Scale
Fourier Order
Mode
Size of the data

2. Hyperparameter
Tuning

{a, b, c}
Best set of paramenters

Next we model seasonal components s(t) like weekly
or yearly repetitive patterns with Fourier series given by
Equation 3 where the argument of nth cosine and sinusoidal
functions are given by fn × t where fn = 2πn
P , P = 365.25 for
yearly and 7 for weekly occurrences. The variables an and bn
reflect the magnitude of the nth harmonic and N represents
the degree of approximation.
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Fig. 1. Methodology workflow

Prophet [24], an open source tool developed by Facebook for
forecasting time series data.
The remainder of this section presents the details of
the Prophet model, the hyperparameters tuning process, the
methodology for our short term forecasting, and the metrics
utilized in the evaluation phase.
A. Prophet Forecasting Model
We implemented our method on top of the Prophet [24]
time-series forecasting framework. For the sake of completeness, we present the Prophet’s time-series forecasting model
(Equation 1) for decomposing a time series into non-periodic
changes (trend), season recurrences (seasonality) and effect of
holidays:
y(t) = g(t) + s(t) + h(t) + t

(1)

where the observed signal y(t) follows the additive property
in combining g(t), s(t), h(t) representing the trend, seasonality, holiday behaviour respectively, and t represents a
Gaussian white noise with 0 mean. In a real context, the ambient temperature does not keep on increasing forever, rather a
heated space starts cooling when it is not supplied with more
thermal energy. The set of points where the trend function has
local minima or maxima or is discontinuous, are denoted as
change-points (S = {s1 , s2 . . . sn }) and each change-point si
comes with a rate of adjustment (di ). We define a binary vector
a(t) = {a1 (t), a2 (t), . . . an (t)} with ai (t) = 1 if t ≥ si or 0
otherwise. The vector δ = {d1 , d2 , . . . dn } is the collection
of adjustment rates or equivalently δ ∈ RS . (k + a(t)> δ)t
represents the total growth starting from t = 0 to t where k
is the initial growth rate. We want g(t) to be continuous and
hence the correction factor is given by (m + a(t)> γ) where
γ = {γ1 , γ2 . . . γn }, γj = −sj δj and m is a real-numbered
offset. Equation 2 shows the linear growth trend used for our
methodology.
g(t) = (k + a(t)> δ)t + (m + a(t)> γ)

Set of Values
{0.01, 0.1, 1}
{0.01, 0.1, 1, 10}
{1, 3, 5, 10}
{’additive’, ’multiplicative’}
2 days

(2)

s(t) =

N 
X
n=1


an cos

2πnt
P




+ bn sin

2πnt
P


(3)

Weekends or holidays are special days where one can
expect either a low or high degree of activity depending
on an office space having no employees on a Sunday or
employees staying back at home respectively. An indicator
function is used to label time t as 1 if t falls on a holiday i or 0 otherwise. Let Di represent the day of the
years corresponding to a holiday i. For example Christmas
happens on 25th December every year, thus yielding D =
{. . . , 25/12/2019, 25/12/2020, 25/12/2021, . . . }. At time t,
for L holidays, we construct a binary matrix Z(t) = [1(t ∈
D1 ), . . . , 1(t ∈ DL )]. The effect of holidays are assumed
independent while modeling temperature on such days and
magnitude of change κi is drawn from κ ∼ N ormal(0, υ 2 ).
Formally the effect of the holidays is given by Equation 4.
h(t) = Z(t)κ

(4)

B. Hyperparameters Tuning
To achieve a model with the least generalization error, we
investigate the following hyperparameters from the Prophet
model: a) Changepoint prior scale that controls the trend functions modeling the non-periodic changes in the data, i.e g(t)
in Equation 2; b) Seasonality prior scale which models the
periodic changes in the data, i.e s(t) in Equation 3; c) Fourier
order that indicates resolution of frequency decomposition and
works in tandem with the seasonality prior scale; d) Mode
which indicates the effect of the regressors in the model.
For evaluating good hyperparameter combinations, we designed a grid experiment as shown in Table I which resulted
in 2 × 3 × 4 × 4 = 96 combinations. For each combination,
we perform a time series forecasting cross-validation test. For
this task a forecast model needs to be trained on sequential
partitions of data, labeled as train and test. We select the model
with the least generalization error on the cross-validation test,
according to the RMSE and MAPE metrics. Experimental
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Figure 2 illustrates an example of the step-wise temperature
forecasting with an one hour sliding window protocol. The
first forecast, at step 1, takes the historical data of 24 hours
from 23rd November 09:00 am to 24th November 09:00 am
as input to predict the values for the 25th hour. For the next
steps, we shift the window of the training data by one hour.
The combined forecast of these 4 steps is shown at the bottom
facet of Figure 2 at steps combination.
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Fig. 2. Sliding window procedure for forecasting short-term air temperatures.

results regarding the aforementioned grid evaluation of the
hyperparameters are presented in Section IV-B.
C. Metrics Evaluation
The forecasting model is trained using Stan’s implementation of the Limited-Memory Broyden-Fletcher-GoldfarbShanno Algorithm (L-BFGS) [29] to find a maximum a posteriori estimate of ambient temperature. The model accuracy
is evaluated
calculating the RMSE (Root Mean Square
q by
Pn
1
2
Error) =
i=1 (Yi − Ŷi ) and MAPE (Mean Absolute
n
P
n
Percentage Error) = n1 i=1 YiY−iŶi considering n predictions
where Yi is the vector of observed values of the variable being
predicted, and Ŷi being the predicted values. The RMSE metric
is useful in highlighting major deviations from the true sensor
value and a low RMSE score ensures less signal to noise ratio
for temperature prediction, while MAPE provides intuitive
performance measure by averaging the absolute deviation over
the set of data points.
D. Short Term Forecasting
We hypothesize that ambient temperature is an interaction
between the smart heater’s electrical power consumption and
the thermal radiation of its heat-sink. In particular we address
the question of forecasting the air temperature over one hour
horizon. We illustrate the forecasting performance by comparing the two following model variants: model 1, which depends
on the power consumption of the smart heater and model 2,
which relies on dual channel inputs of power consumption and
heat-sink temperature. We follow a sliding window protocol
length of 24 hours to predict the next hour and hence generate
a forecast for the desired time-interval.

In this section we present the results for each step of our
methodology presented on the previous one. We analysed
several data-sets constituted by logs from Qarnot’s smart
heaters, from those we selected the most consistent one in
terms of gaps and outliers. It consists of 510567 samples, with
the following columns of interest namely time-stamp, ambient
air temperature, heat-sink temperature and power consumed.
As introduced on Section I we achieved very good and similar
results for our models 1 and 2, then we will not present both
details. Since we do not have enough evidences to distinguish
their accuracies, we selected model 2 to be detailed due to
the number of features that it treats, such as the power and
the heat-sink. In the following of this section, we discuss
the results of data pre-processing along with hyperparameter
evaluation and forecasting efficiency.
A. Data Preprocessing
In the first step, we reject data points with abnormal values
of temperature and power based on valid pre-defined intervals
of [0, 85]ºC and [0, 1000] Watts respectively. These interval
limits are derived from the typical operating conditions enlisted in the data-sheet of Qarnot’s smart heaters. This resulted
in an 11 % decrease in data-set size. A major challenge in
non-synthetic data-set is the occurrence of missing values for
substantial amounts of time. Just to illustrate such behavior,
out of the 510567 samples, the two largest continuous periods
found contain 90721 and 253320 samples, representing about
18% and 50% of the data respectively.
B. Hyperparameters Evaluation
Figure 3 summarizes the hyperparameters performance on
forecasting with a variation of the changepoint prior scale
from the set {0.01, 0.1, 1} in the x axis, with each subplot
representing the results of the seasonality prior scale from
the set {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10}. The geometrical elements (dots,
triangles, squares, and crosses) represent the mean RMSE of a
certain Fourier order from the set {1, 3, 5, 10}, and the vertical
lines represent confidence intervals as standard deviation of
RMSE values on the y axis. The effect of altering mode from
{’additive’, ’multiplicative’} showed no effect on both RMSE
mean or standard deviation. Hence, we only discuss the results
for the additive mode hereafter, using 96
2 = 48 hyperparameter
combinations. We shall denote the changepoint, seasonality
and Fourier order as a triplet of 3 values for a configuration.
Some good performing configurations found are (1, 0.01, 3)
with RMSE of 0.98°C ± 1.05°C, or (0.1, 0.01, 3) with error

TABLE II
E FFECT OF H YPERPARAMETERS M EASURED BY RMSE AND S TANDARD
D EVIATION
Changepoint Values
0.01
0.10
1.00
Seasonality Values
0.01
0.10
1.00
10.00
Fourier Order
1
3
5
10

Fig. 3. Hyperparameters Performance Evaluation with Mean RMSE and
Standard Deviation

margin of 1.00°C ± 1.04°C. The utility of the cross validation
is evident by observing bad configurations such as (1, 10,
1) with RMSE of 2.05°C ± 3.47°C, 45 % performing less
than the best found configuration or (1, 1, 1) with error of
2.06°C ± 3.57°C, a 1 % increase in standard deviation error
compared to the former.
In order to analyze the effect of each hyperparameter, we
re-grouped the results presented in Figure 3 and present them
in Table II. The changepoint prior scale variation captures the
non-periodic abrupt changes in the time series. The longer
the interval of consideration, more likely are the chances of
abnormal patterns. Thus, we lower the scope of error by
considering only a day ahead of training while forecasting for
the next day. From historical data, we observe that the major of
pre-seen ambient temperature pattern stays in an interval larger
than two days and hence our methodology is reactive towards
capturing a new pattern and adjusting the forecast accordingly.
Nevertheless, it is possible to see that as far as we increase
the value of this hyperparameter the errors increase as well,
such as from 1.33°C ± 2.02°C to 1.54°C ± 2.30°C.
Low values of seasonality prior scale exhibit lesser generalization error. Higher values reflect greater temperature
fluctuations thereby increasing the error margin, such as from
1.22°C ± 1.65°C to 1.57°C ± 2.41°C. Notably as per our
approach, alternate day training-forecasting reduces the possibility to register a high number of periodic changes within a
span of 48 hours.
The Fourier order value of 1 resulted in average RMSE
of 1.91°C ± 3.16°C where as setting the value to 3 leads
to 1.27°C ± 1.76°C. The values of 5 and 10 yields mean
RMSE of 1.20°C ±1.56°C and 1.43°C ±1.86°C respectively.

Mean RMSE
1.33
1.49
1.54
Mean RMSE
1.22
1.47
1.56
1.57
Mean RMSE
1.91
1.27
1.20
1.43

Standard Deviation
2.02
2.25
2.30
Standard Deviation
1.65
2.19
2.43
2.41
Standard Deviation
3.16
1.76
1.56
1.86

The optimal value of 3 has been stated by the authors of
Prophet [24] to capture weekly periodic changes and matches
the expectation of our office space setting, where one can
expect repetition of similar activities every 7 days.
Finally, comparing the results of the groups of Table II, we
can see that the Fourier order is the hyperparameter which
affects more the models RMSE accuracy varying from the
worst to the best results in 0.71°C, followed by the seasonality
prior scale with 0.35°C and the changepoint prior scale with
0.21°C.
C. Time Series Temperature Forecasting
The placement of Qarnot’s smart heaters ubiquitously in
buildings acts on the thermal state of a space. Dynamic thermal
patterns are evident from Figure 4 where one can see higher
power and heat-sink temperature may not necessarily increase
the ambient temperature. One way to understand this phenomenon is thermal equilibrium between temperature outside
the space considered and the spatial environment around it. For
instance, let us consider the period around the beginning of
December, when we have high values regarding the power and
the heat-sink temperature but the ambient temperature is low.
However, we generally see that the air temperature captures
most part of the power and heat-sink variations, for example
around middle of December, when the air temperature exhibits
a periodic pattern of highs and low which correspond to similar
behaviors on the power and the heat-sink. The explanation is
that the smart heater was turned off and as consequence the
air temperature has decreased. Regarding the abrupt change
in the power and heat-sink, at such moments the smart heater
was turned on again and the air temperature started to increase
as well. The figure also illustrates that it is indeed possible to
predict the ambient temperature of smart heaters and schedule
computational-loads accordingly. A prominent example is the
last two weeks of December where office utility was low and
hence more jobs where run, resulting in heating and cooling
cycles with zero emission thermal dissipation through walls
or connecting surfaces.
The third facet of Figure 4 shows the comparative forecast
of two models: power versus power and heat-sink combination

Fig. 4. Comparison of temperature forecasts for the two models. The first and second facets represent the power and heat-sink inputs to the forecasting
models. The results of such models are illustrated in the third facet in addition to the original air temperature data.

in forecasting ambient air temperature for 4 months (x axis)
and the pre-processed device-intrinsic values of power (Watts),
heat-sink (°C) and ambient air temperature (°C) on the y axis.
For both, power and heat-sink, there is only the original values
and no forecasts. The optimal uni-channel model 1 recorded
a MAPE of 2.66% ± 2.52% and RMSE of 0.92°C ± 1.00°C
versus model 2’s MAPE of 2.75% ± 2.55% and RMSE of
0.92°C ± 1.03°C.
In addition, we analyse the distribution of the absolute error
|Yt − Ŷt | between the forecast Ŷt and the original value Yt as
shown in Figure 5 for model 2. We see that 93.53% of the
net predictions are lower or equal to 0.5°C with maximum
error difference at 3.64°C. This is most likely attributed to
unpredictable environmental usages like opening of a door or
window.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this work, we shed light on understanding how one
can perform ambient temperature predictions of environments
heated by a Cloud/Edge infrastructure of smart heaters, a
network of computing machines designed to dissipate their
heat in the same manner as a standard heater. We developed
an ambient temperature forecasting method based on shortterm time series prediction, which considers the historical data
of the ambient temperature and the smart heater’s properties,
notably its power consumption and heat-sink temperature.
We implemented our method using the Prophet [24]
time-series forecasting framework, and we considered the
Cloud/Edge smart heaters infrastructure of Qarnot Computing as a case example. Our experimental results show that
a relatively simple trained time-series prediction model is

Fig. 5. Histogram distribution (log scale on y axis) of the absolute difference
between the original temperature data and the temperature forecasts performed
by model 2. Samples at the left of the vertical dotted line account for 93.53%
of the total number of samples (forecasts), and the samples at the right of the
same line account for the remaining 6.47%.

capable of accurately predicting the ambient temperature
of an environment heated by a smart heater. Our simplest
evaluated model – which uses the ambient temperature and
the heater’s power consumption historical data – performed
ambient temperature predictions with a Mean Absolute Percentage Error of 2.66% ± 2.52% and Root Mean Squared
Error 0.92°C ±1.00°C, when compared with the ambient data
measured a posteriori.
We also performed an experimental campaign to evaluate
which potential smart heater’s features would better perform

for ambient temperature forecasting. With the Qarnot Computing data, we had access to two good features, the smart
heater’s power consumption, and the heat-sink temperature.
Our experiments showed that, in comparison with a model that
considers only the ambient temperature and the heater’s power
consumption historical data, adding the heat-sink temperature
achieved similar results.
This work is a step towards learning how well standard
processors can recycle their dissipated heat to fulfill the
everlasting heat requirements of buildings, thus using energy
more efficiently and contributing with ways to deal with the
growth of power demands for both heating and maintaining
data centers. An ambient temperature prediction method is a
crucial component for better resource management of a smart
heater computing infrastructure. With accurate predictions, one
can better balance the smart heaters’ computing workload to
provide optimal heat.
For future work, we plan to advance in two main axes. The
first axis is to evaluate more sophisticated time-series prediction models such as Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and
better ways to deal with missing data sections in the historical
data. The second axis is to characterize the smart heater power
consumption of Cloud/Edge computing workloads to perform
a better load balancing, taking into account the temperature
predictions.
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